EI HATAL

FORMATION
Couples, girl on man's right, face center of circle.
Join inside hands. Move CCW.

PART 1.

Count 1:
L crosses over R in front
AND:
Hop on L
2:
R to right side
AND:
L crosses over R in front
3:
Hop on L
AND:
R on right side
4:
Release hands. L f/wd and 1/4 turn, partners face each other. Man faces CCW, girl CW
AND:
HOLD
5:
MAN: R f/wd. GIRL: R b/wd
AND:
Hold
6:
Arms are crossed in front at shoulder level
Snap fingers on count 6-7-8.
MAN: L f/wd, bend knee
GIRL: L b/wd, bend knee
AND:
MAN: R f/wd, on toe
GIRL: R b/wd, on toe
7-8:
Repeat count 6 AND twice more.
9-13:
Repeat count 1-5
14-16:
Execute same steps as in count 6-8. At the same time partners change places moving CCW. Passing left shoulders. Girl ends up on man's left side. Both face center of circle.

MUSIC REPEATS:
Repeat count 1-16 in reversed positions.
Partners come back to their original places.
Join inside hands, beginning position.

PART 2.

Count 1:
L crosses over R in front
AND:
Hop on L
2:
R crosses in front of L
AND:
Hop on R
3:
Close L to R
AND:
Hold
4-5:
MAN: 4 steps in place LRLR
GIRL: 4 steps LRLR into center of circle end up with back to center, facing partner. Join both hands
6-7:
MAN: 4 steps f/wd LRLR
GIRL: 4 steps b/wd LRLR
8-10:
Girl lifts her left arm, man his right.
GIRL: 5 steps in place start L
MAN: 6 steps around girl start L
On last step both are with back to center. Girl on man's left. Lower arms, they are crossed in front of body.
11-12:
Both move f/wd 4 steps, start L
13:
Man releases his L hand, girl her R. 2 steps in place LR. At the same time turning so that both end up facing center of circle
14-26:
Repeat Part 2 count 1-13